
transparency—in short, more of those things 
that are supposed to be Good to have. I must 

confess that I sometimes missed them myself 
in listening to the C/is. Then I realized I was 
missing a couple of other things: irritation 

and listening fatigue. The high end of the C/i 
is by no means dull or lacking in detail, but it 
rarely calls attention to itself. The rear tweeter 
subtly enhances the spacious character of the 
sound. 

This is an appropriate place to discuss the 
various configurations that may be used to 
drive the C/i. The rear inputs permit either 

the conventional single-amp hookup, bi-
wiring (running two sets of wires from the 
amplifier to each speaker, driving both the 

woofer and midrange/tweeter with its own 
line direct to the amplifier), biamping in the 
conventional way using two amplifiers with 
an electronic crossover, and biamping with-
out an electronic crossover. The latter is pos-

sible because the passive crossover com-
ponents for each driver are always in the cir-
cuit. My evaluation of biamping will come in 
a later update (the new Snell electronic cross-
over arrived too late for a proper evaluation in 

this report), but I can definitely recommend 
bi- wiring. The outstanding high-frequency 

response of the C/i was only fully evident in 
this mode. When driven in the standard, 
single-wire configuration, 4 the high end had 

a somewhat grainy character—subtle but 
nonetheless distracting. Bi-wiring nearly 
eliminated this problem. It also seemed to 
tighten up the already outstanding deep bass. 
Neither change was in any way dramatic, 

but the overall improvement was significant 
in realizing the full capabilities of the C/i. 
Since the relative improvement possible with 

bi-wiring may be both amplifier- and cable-
dependent, and with the price of good speaker 
cable today, I recommend cautious experi-
mentation before investing in the additional 
wire. I used the same wire for the top end in 
the bi-wire mode as in the single-wire (Eso-

teric), but used Kimber Cable for the bi-
wired bass. 

In most of my listening to the C/is, I used 
the Yamaha B2X power amplifier with ex-
cellent results. The Adcom GFA-555 also per-
formed well, but with some dryness and 

4 Single-wire is, of course, two wires, bi-wire is four. 
Confused? 

reduced depth. Snell recommends at least 80 
watts per channel for the C/i; when I tried it 
with the 60 watt Sumo 9, the results were 
strange. The Sumo performed well enough 

on Dafos (though with a noticeable reduc-
tion in low-end tautness and sock), but broke 
up on one channel on Wilson Audio's Ragtime 

Razzmatazz. I recommend using at least 100 
watts per channel, more if you can swing 
it. But don't write the C/i off if you have a 

modestly-rated amplifier—try it first. Your 

combination of listening room and listening 
levels may not require as much power as 
mine did. 

The Snell Ch is, according to the factory, 
balanced for the flattest response with the 
grilles in place, and that's where I left them 
during all of my listening tests. I found the 

speakers to be so well balanced that I felt no 
urge to audition them au naturelle. I also had 
another reason: the drivers of the C/i, especial-
ly the midrange and tweeter, are visually very 
unimpressive. I can't help wondering if star-
ing at that unassuming paper cone midrange 
driver might lead even the best-intentioned 
listeners to hear colorations that I never ob-
served. On the other hand, experience tells 
me that the general shape of the cabinet 
around the midrange/tweeter, combined 

with the grille frame, must result in some dif-
fraction. It's a ghost that I intend to chase 
down when I experiment with biamping this 
system; I'll report on the results at a later date. 

It should be obvious by now that I was 
very impressed with the Type C/i. It's a bet-

ter speaker than the 'Iype A II, and costs little 
more than that model did when it first hit the 
market. If the Type A, with its intervening 
refinement into the III, has a sound character 

that appeals to you5 but a price that doesn't, 
the Type C/i may help you get a grip on reality 
It may not have the panache and glamor of 
the A III, or of other more exotic competi-
tion, but the C/i will be hard to beat for real 
musical enjoyment. 

5 I have not had the A III in my home, but my auditioning of 
the C/I, combined with JGH's comments on the high end of 
the A III, leads me to the (I admit) unsubstantiated conjec-
ture that the C/i may have the better high end 
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